
Saeed feedback on this experience:  
 
one of the most important things we build is trust, in the sense that we are both committed to 
our main goal which is to coach Sara, focus and develop her technical and soft skills to be 
outstanding. As a coach, I chose Sara because I saw that Sara is ready to go with this challenge. I 
don't guarantee that it won't be a tough journey but I can guarantee the great outcomes at the 
end.  
 
During the first year, the expectations that we set together were minimal yet profound. The first 
and most important principle that I wanted her to learn is how to time complex, in other words 
how to manage her time. Just as the computer switches between tasks, we should also be able to 
context switch and work in parallel as much as we can. In order to achieve this, I tried giving Sara 
other non-university related tasks such as programming on scratch, reading books, attending 
lectures and webinars. In addition, I wanted her to be familiar with the educational plan at Birzeit 
and to start planning her courses ahead of time. In order to do so, we spent a couple of sessions 
covering the aspects of computer engineering down from the transistor level and up to the user 
application level. The idea was to get her to speak the same language. 
 
The second year started in 2019 and the expectation grew and the objectives changed. The three 
themes of this year were Volunteering, Personal Development and Career Path. When I think of 
volunteering I think of being an example, of giving my expertise and knowledge to those who want 
to get them. And who is better to learn a new skill but youngsters? Who is better at absorbing 
information like youngsters? And this is why I decided that Sara should teach Scratch to the 5th-
grade in her elementary school. For me the best part of this is the feeling of importance and 
fulfillment that Sara had when she taught the crash course. I am also looking forward to the day 
when Sara will tell me that one of the students studied computer engineering because of her! 
 
On the personal development aspect, I introduced three new books for her to read: The 
Alchemist, The Prophet and Sophie's World. Each one of these books, I believe, carries a message, 
a philosophy or a personal impact. Here comes the second skill that we worked on during the 
second year, which is communication. Every time Sara finishes a book, her assignment would be 
to tell me what she likes and doesn't like about the book. So by engaging her in a conversation on 
the book, she can improve her skill of expressing information and importantly how to deliver the 
information with confidence. It is great to see that Sara enjoys the books I suggest and reading is 
now part of her habitual routine.  
 
Another milestone that Sara achieved this year was to get accepted at a course at Birzeit 
University, with Dr. Emad Hamadeh, that prepares the students in the 3rd and 4th year for the 
job market, specifically for hardware verification. Sara is only in the 2nd year, and to get accepted 
for such a course means that Sara has the potential skill-set to excel in the course and second a 
commitment from me towards Dr. Emad and maturity from Sara that she needs to dedicate 
herself and work hard. Knowing what Sara's worth gave me the confidence to recommend her to 
such a course. To apply for the course Sara had to write her CV and this is the next skill that I 
wanted to emphasize. How to write a professional CV, how to keep it updated, when to write it? 
The CV is the most important document in the job market and it should be a mirror reflecting the 
true skills that its holder has. I am more than happy to see the small steps that Sara is doing. This 



summarizes the trust I talked about earlier, Sara trusts my judgments and this was the base for 
our coaching relationship. 
 
My philosophy with Sara is to give life experiences and to reflect on these experiences through a 
story that happened with me, a book that I read, a person I met. I am looking forward to another 
great year. 
 


